03/06/2014
At the w/e I managed to catch The Scribes AT Freedom Festival. Two members of the
scribes are music leaders at PMZ so it was great to see them doing their thing. Whilst at
freedom fields, I bumped into a guy from the Reverb group. It was quite touching, as he
expressed how The Scribes had been genuinely supportive, as friends after his car accident. I wasn’t able to catch any of the Funky lama festival. Discussing the things we’re
doing with Anna over the coming weeks, it looks as though there is going to be a performance at PMZ run by Reverb. So whilst we confirm some definite details for that, The Reverb group and I are working on perfecting the songs we’ve been working on.
24/06/2014
I haven’t written on here for a few weeks because one week the group didn’t meet and
the week after, I was in Kent visiting my sister. However, I’m now back and ready to get
moving with the plans for the reverb group. I think at some point in the future I’m going
train some of the Reverb guys with some digital audio software. Luckily, the software that
I’m using are used by other members of the group so they can show me things that I
don’t know in order to help me train some of the reverb members. This is going to be a
great experience for me as I would eventually like to go into teaching as a career. This
was something I’d previously thought would be out of my reach due to my disability.
Throughout the past year however, I’ve begun to believe it’s a definite possibility. At the
moment the Reverb group are working towards arranging a collection of tracks for the
Summer Jam and for the Funky Lama Club night.
01/07/2014
Last week we began work on perfecting the newest addition to our song repertoire. A
track named ‘Is anyone out there’. The track has an outer space theme and we all play
instruments collectively whilst one of the Reverb lads speaks lyrics that he’s written. I play
a selected synthesizer through my mac laptop and play chosen notes alongside Stu beat
boxing. It would be nice to get a good audience for the summer jam, I think this track
could be ready to perform for the summer jam. It’s still a fairly fresh track our members
our excited about playing it.

